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Abstract
HEAX is a high-performance hardware architecture for accelerating computation on Homomorphically encrypted data in the cloud. Each component within HEAX is fully pipelined, providing high-throughput computations on cipher texts. Proof-of-concept implementation on FPGA demonstrates more than two orders of magnitude performance improvement that fully saturates the PCIe bus used to transfer data between CPU and FPGA board. Thus, HEAX achieves an optimal hardware acceleration for computing on Homomorphically encrypted data compared to other hardware-based acceleration solutions including any type of FPGAs or GPUs as they should be connected using PCIe bus. From system-view perspective, the bottleneck is the bandwidth of PCIe that is used to transfer data from host CPU to FPGA and vice versa.
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Proof-of-concept implementation on FPGA shows more than two orders of magnitude performance improvement that fully saturates the PCIe bus used to transfer data between CPU and FPGA board. Thus, HEAX achieves an optimal hardware acceleration for computing on Homomorphically encrypted data compared to other hardware-based acceleration solutions including any type of FPGAs or GPUs as they should be connected using PCIe bus. From system-view perspective, the bottleneck is the bandwidth of PCIe that is used to transfer data from host CPU to FPGA and vice versa.
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